Topic fun
This week we had our dinosaur mu
seum which was FABULOUS! All of
the children worked incredibly hard in
their groups to produce amazing
work and really loved having the
chance to show it off! Thank you to
all of you who came and visited it, we
hope you had as much fun seeing it
as we had in making it! Also, we’d
like to say an especially big thank
you to those mums and dads who
helped to set the museum up, we
couldn’t have done it without you!

Maths Corner
We have been thinking about big numbers
this week and learning how to tell them apart.
Put these numbers in order …
237 345

124 78
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Write a number with 2 thousands…
Write a number with 5 hundreds…
Write a number with 1 thousand and 7 hun
dreds...

This week
These are the questions we have been thinking about
this week. How many of them can you answer?
Some of them are about what you think, and some
have more specific
answers.
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Nuts and bolts.

The children also visited Holy Trinity
for the last two days of the week and
from everything we’ve heard had an
amazing time.

I’m bored box
Make an exhibit in your bedroom.
Use your lego, your toys and your
teddies and make sure you include a
label to tell us what it is. Ask mum
or
dad to come for a tour and
take
a photo
to
show

Was there anything difficult about working
as a group? How did you solve the prob
lem?

Things to remember…
We are planning to take Year 2 to the beach on
the 17th July as part of their End of Year
celebrations and we would love as many parents
as would like to come with us! Thank you to all
the people who have already returned the form,
if you haven’t done it yet please can you get it
back to Ruth as soon as possible.
Our Year 2 leavers assembly will be on Thursday
19th July and will start at 9:15. We’d love to see
lots of you there!

What spelling rules have we
been learning to help you with
these?
made time here called
asked wanted running
talking

Writing Corner
Memories of the museum! What
were the best bits, what were you
interested by, what surprised you,
what did you find out?
Draw a picture, set up a show with
your toys or even build a model of the
museum in a shoebox! You could
even write a newspaper article about
it if you want to...

